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ows of the future* Walter Lippmann, carried by nearly two
hundred papers with perhaps ten million readers, wielded
vastly greater power over the daily thinking of Americans
than any Horace Greeley or Henry Watterson of an earlier
day. Others, catering to all shades of opinion, competed for
the public's attention—among them Dorothy Thompson,
strenuous-minded feminist waging a personal war against
Hitler; Eleanor Roosevelt, chatty observer and friend of the
underdog; politically disillusioned Frank Kent; progressive
Raymond Clapper; pinkish Heywood Broun; sedately old-
fashioned Mark Sullivan; and the perpetually angry West-
brook Pegler* That their imponderable sway was always used
wisely few would argue, but from the standpoint of the pub-
lic at least some safety resided in numbers.
The views of Americans en masse about issues of the day
were themselves caught in the mirror of collective-opinion
polls and beamed back to the public in the form of syndicated
reports published by hosts of newspapers and several mag-
azines. Improving upon the old random technique of straw
votes and Literary Digest polls, a young lowan named
George Gallup and an experienced marketing consultant,
Elmo Roper, learned in the mid-1930's by representative
sampling to forecast election results with fair accuracy and
also to gauge popular opinion on current issues, to which pol-
iticians began to hearken with growing respect. Gratifying to
believers in democratic government was the image which
emerged from this welter of evidence, of a balanced, sensible
and even foresighted mass mind.
To supplement their daily paper and perhaps in silent
criticism of inadequate reporting, more and more people
turned to weekly news digests, notably Time, fast becoming
a giant after its infancy in the twenties, and Newsweek and
Today, each dating from 1933 and merged four years later
under the former's name. All promised to tell the news be-
hind the news, and their crisp manner and studied pertness
exercised considerable effect upon modes of expression of

